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While Charles Henry Turner studied a diverse array of topics throughout his career, some 
of his most influential work was on the subject of ant and bee learning and behavior. 
Turner discovered that rather than walk straight lines in search of their nest entrance, foraging 
ants use circular paths to locate the entrance site; a phenomenon the French researcher, Victor 
Cornetz, later coined ‘Turner’s Circling’ in his honor. Additionally, Turner conducted some of 
the first controlled experiments on honey bee color vision, pattern recognition, and associa-
tive learning. Despite his clear aptitude for scientific research and storied accomplishments 
such as being elected to St. Louis Academy of Sciences and becoming the first African Ameri-
can author to publish in the journal Science, systemic racism prevented him from ever securing 
a permanent academic position. Instead, Turner became a teacher at Sumner High School in 
St. Louis, MO. This however did not prevent him from achieving a prolific publishing record. 
While teaching full time, and without the financial and technological resources of a University 
at his disposal, Turner managed to publish an impressive 70 papers throughout his career; a 
testament to his curiosity, tenacity, and scientific brilliance. 
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Agapostemon is a widespread 
genus of bees in North America, 
with 14 known species across the 
United States and Canada. Most 
species have a metallic green head 
and thorax with a black and yellow 
striped abdomen, however some 
species may be entirely green. Their 
bright metallic green coloration 
gives rise to their common name: the 
metallic  green bees.

All Agapostemon are generalist 
foragers, meaning they have no floral 
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preference. Like other members of 
Halictidae, they are short-tongued 
and have difficulty extracting nectar 
from deep flowers. Agapostemon 
can often be observed foraging 
throughout the summer and fall on 
plants in the family Asteraceae, such 
as the sunflower in the above image.

Agapostemon can be found nesting 
in the ground across a variety of soil 
types, from very sandy to thick clay. 
Most species are solitary, however 
some will nest communally. In these 

cases, multiple females may share 
a single nest entrance, but each 
individual builds and provisions her 
own brood cells. 

 By Rachel McLaughlin 

At first glance, you may At first glance, you may 
believe this is a bumblebee. believe this is a bumblebee. 
However, it’s short straight However, it’s short straight 
antennae, long-bearded face, antennae, long-bearded face, 
and tapering body give clues and tapering body give clues 
to its true identity: a robber to its true identity: a robber 
fly. Robber flies in the genus fly. Robber flies in the genus 
LaphriaLaphria are common mimics of  are common mimics of 
bumblebees. They are usually bumblebees. They are usually 
quite hairy with black and quite hairy with black and 
yellow bodies. The bumblebee yellow bodies. The bumblebee 
mimic pictured here, mimic pictured here, Laphria Laphria 

flavicollisflavicollis, is commonly found , is commonly found 
across the eastern United States. across the eastern United States. 
They breed in decaying logs in They breed in decaying logs in 
deciduous forests, and as adults, deciduous forests, and as adults, 
are often seen resting on sunlit are often seen resting on sunlit 
vegetation. vegetation. 
  
Robber flies are predatory Robber flies are predatory 
insects that hunt by perching insects that hunt by perching 
and waiting for insects to pass and waiting for insects to pass 
by. They prey upon insects like by. They prey upon insects like 
other robber flies, bees, wasps, other robber flies, bees, wasps, 

and beetles. Once they have and beetles. Once they have 
collected their prey, they return collected their prey, they return 
to their perch and inject the to their perch and inject the 
insect with a digestive enzyme insect with a digestive enzyme 
that dissolves its internal tissues. that dissolves its internal tissues. 
The robber fly then sucks the The robber fly then sucks the 
fluid out, and it is ready to hunt fluid out, and it is ready to hunt 
again.again.
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The traced 
paths of two 
ants leaving and 
returning to 
their nests. This 
phenominon is 
refurred to as 
‘Turner’s Cir-
icling’ Credit: 
E.L. Bouvier

https://bookdome.com/nature/Psychic-Life-Insects/3-Turner-s-Circling.html#.YRU_u4hKhGM
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